AD 23RD ERA (1101 – 1150 AD): 23RD SIGN KNOT OF SNAKES “FALSE PROPHETS MULTIPLY”

STAR PROPHECY

Persians saw **LEPUS** (spelling wrong in diagram above) as a **SNAKE**, given its location under the raised foot of **Orion**, we agree.

The star **Rigel** in **Orion** above the snake(s) means “the foot that crushes”. The brightest star in the snake(s) is **Arnebo** “enemy of him who comes”.

Other stars include: **Nihal** “The Mad”, **Sugia** “The Deceiver”, **Rakis** “The Bound”.

**Lupus** has three variable stars, meaning the star light changes in intensity. **Evil star signs** are noted for having variable stars.

If **Orion** is stepping on the snake(s) why isn’t it (aren’t they) destroyed? Because (we believe) The snakes: **Sugia** (The Deceiver) Are in a knot: **Rakis** (Bound) Breeding and multiplying: **Nihal** (Mad). Mad as hatters (religious rulers)!

**Arnebo**: “Enemy of Him Who Comes”. False Teachers are against Christ: they want to rule!

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Step one foot away from the Cross and you are lost.

1112 AD Founding of **Cistercian Order**: **Mary Worship**

1115 AD Abbey of Clairvaux founded in France

1119 AD **Knights Templar** founded by French Knight **Hugh de Payns**: **Bernard de Clairvaux** drafts orders

1130 AD **Bernard de Clairvaux** called to judge who will be the successor Pope

1132 AD Roman Bishop of Armagh imposes Latin liturgy on independent Irish church

1140 AD 1st Cistercian monastery in Spain

1143 AD People of Rome revolt against the Pope

1145 AD Pope Eugene issues bull for 2nd Crusade

1146 AD **Bernard de Clairvaux** presents strong case to Europe’s kings for 2nd Crusade

1147-50 AD 2nd Crusade is a total failure